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ABSTRACT 
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discontinuous points in a transmission system. This technique is applied to landslide monitoring in 
unstable slopes. TDR cables grouted in boreholes can locate failure plane and amount of movement. 
The coaxial cable installed works as a continuous sensor that can measure deformation occurred at 
multiple locations. Shear and extension that caused grouted cable to deform will change the TDR 
signatures. The relationship between deformation and waveform change were quantified in previous 
researches. Li-shan lanslide area were chosen to install TDR cables. Results from three years 
monitoring are presented here to show the applicability of using TDR to monitor landslides. Profile of 
the monitored slope are presented to show its geological stratum so as the potential sliding plane. 
Waveform change summarized from monitoring data are verified . Deformation within the slope are 
judged . The result showed TDR monitoring system for sliding plane is unstable slope is acceptable.  
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Basic principle for TDR 
圖 1. 基本 TDR系統（摘自 Dowding 
 et al.，1989[2] 
Figure 1. Basic TDR system.(Adopted from 
Dowding et al., 1989[2]) 
Basic time domain square wave 
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圖 2. 梨山地滑區 TDR測站平面配置圖 
Figure 2. Plan view for TDR station within 
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伸 長 累 計 量
 
(b) C2 station 
圖3. 波形累計伸長圖 
Figure 3. Accumulation of total extension for 




觀測日期從 90年 6月至 91年 1月，共讀取
7次現地觀測資料，將其處理數化後圖形如






































C2 測站為 90 年 4 月所設置，主要為
觀測 C-2滑動土體之地層滑動情形，自設置































Figure 5. TDR Waveform for C2 station. 
8.1 C-1 滑動土體  
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Figure 7. Profile for slopes including C1 station.  
(Adopted from Su, I. C. 2001) 
 
 
8.2 C-2 滑動土體  



























圖 8. C2波形變化處放大圖 
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